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SUMMARY
Mammalian genomes are organized into three-dimensional DNA structures called A/B compartments that are
associated with transcriptional activity/inactivity. However, whether these structures are simply correlated
with gene expression or are permissive/impermissible to transcription has remained largely unknown
because we lack methods to measure DNA organization and transcription simultaneously. Recently, we
developed RNA & DNA (RD)-SPRITE, which enables genome-wide measurements of the spatial organization
of RNA and DNA. Here we show that RD-SPRITE measures genomic structure surrounding nascent pre-
mRNAs and maps their spatial contacts. We find that transcription occurs within B compartments—with
multiple active genes simultaneously colocalizing within the same B compartment—and at genes proximal
to nucleoli. These results suggest that localization near or within nuclear structures thought to be inactive
does not preclude transcription and that active transcription can occur throughout the nucleus. In general,
we anticipate RD-SPRITE will be a powerful tool for exploring relationships between genome structure
and transcription.
INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional (3D) arrangement of DNA in the nucleus is

thought to be important for regulating critical nuclear processes

such as DNA replication and transcription.1–3 Accordingly, there

have been significant efforts to map DNA structure across

different cell types using proximity ligation methods like 3C,4

Hi-C,5–7 and related variants.2,8 These methods have identified

several structural features including chromosome territories,

A/B compartments, topologically associating domains (TADs),

loops, and enhancer-promoter interactions. However, which of

these are critical for gene regulation and other cellular functions

remains unclear.

The main reason that structure-function relationships within

thenucleus arepoorly understood is that currentmethodscannot

simultaneously measure transcriptional states and 3D genome

organization.9,10 Instead, analysis of the functional conse-

quences of nuclear structure relies on correlations between

distinctmeasurements of DNAorganization andgene expression

profiles generated from a combination of experimental methods

(e.g., Hi-C and RNA-seq) in different populations of cells. These
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
measurements capture an ensemble of many individual cells,

each of which may contain heterogeneous functional states

and structures, making the direct comparison between 3D

structure and transcription challenging.5,11

To highlight this limitation, consider A and B compartments,

which refer to alternating sets of DNA regions that broadly

partition chromosomes; DNA regions within one compartment

preferentially interact with each other (e.g., A-A) rather than

with neighboring regions of the other (e.g., A-B). Early studies

found that A compartments are enriched for genomic DNA re-

gions containing actively transcribed RNA polymerase II (Pol II)

genes, whereas B compartments are depleted for active Pol II

genes and enriched for repressive chromatin marks.7,12 As

such, these compartments are generally thought to represent

spatial organization of transcriptionally active (A) and inactive

(B) Pol II genes within distinct regions of the nucleus.3,10,13–15

In contrast to this general observation, there are specific genes

located within B compartments that are actively transcribed.12

This is predominantly explained by a model where actively tran-

scribed DNA loci ‘‘loop out’’ of the inactive (B) compartment to

localize within an active (A) compartment.1,16–19 In this model,
ell Reports 41, 111730, November 29, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
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Pol II transcriptiondoesnotoccurwithinBcompartments; actively

transcribed genes may appear to be within them simply because

of the ensemble nature of compartment (e.g., Hi-C, SPRITE) and

gene expression measurements (e.g., RNA-seq). In support of

this ‘‘looping out’’ model, single-cell microscopy measurements

have shown that individual active genes can be located away

from the remainder of the chromosome from which they are

transcribed,16,18–20 that the promoter regions of active genes in

B compartments can form local associations with the A compart-

ment,21 and that transcribed genomic loci (measured by interac-

tions between pre-mRNAs) do not form A/B compartments.16

Yet, there are other observations to suggest that transcription

may occur within both A and B compartments: many A/B

compartment boundaries remain the same between distinct

cell states despite major changes in gene expression pro-

grams,12 and direct recruitment of various gene loci to the nu-

clear lamina (a compartment associated with transcriptional

silencing and located within B compartments) does not always

lead to transcriptional repression for all genes.22–25 Accordingly,

whether localization of genes within B compartments or other

nuclear structures that have been associated with inactive Pol

II transcription and repressive heterochromatin (such as the

nucleolus and nuclear lamina)22,26,27 precludes Pol II transcrip-

tion or is simply correlated with inactive transcription remains

unclear.

Recently, we developed RNA & DNA SPRITE (RD-SPRITE),

which enables simultaneous multiway measurements of DNA

and RNA organization in the nucleus.28 In our previous study,

we focused on the spatial localization of ncRNAs and their roles

in seeding nuclear organization. However, RD-SPRITE also

measures localization of mRNAs, including individual nascent

pre-mRNAs at their transcriptional loci. Because RNA represents

the functional output of transcription, this approach allows us to

directly measure both 3D genome organization and transcription

at the same location within the nucleus. Here, we show that RD-

SPRITE can be used to assess the relationship between

structural organization and transcriptional activity within different

structural compartments.

RESULTS

RD-SPRITE measures nascent and mature mRNAs at
precise locations in the cell
RD-SPRITEuses split-and-pool barcoding tomeasure the spatial

organization of individual RNAandDNAmoleculeswithin the cell.

The fundamental measurement unit of RD-SPRITE is the SPRITE

cluster, which containsmultiple RNAandDNAmolecules that are

in close proximity within a single cell.28,29 Using these clusters,

we can measure multiway RNA and DNA contacts, including

RNA-RNA, RNA-DNA, and DNA-DNA contacts, within higher-or-

der structures in the cell (Figure 1A). We previously showed that

RD-SPRITE can accurately measure the 3D spatial organization

of DNA and RNA in the nucleus, including DNA structures such

as chromosome territories, A/B compartments, TADs, and loops

as well as DNA and RNA within nuclear bodies such as the

nucleolus, nuclear speckles, and histone locus body.28,30

Here, we sought to explore whether RD-SPRITE can measure

the 3D organization of distinct populations of mRNAs—including
2 Cell Reports 41, 111730, November 29, 2022
nascent and mature mRNAs—and their quantitative levels at

various locations in the cell. To do this, we examined the RNA-

RNA and RNA-DNA contacts in our RD-SPRITE dataset

collected from mouse embryonic stem cells. Specifically, we

focused on intronic reads as a surrogate for nascent pre-mRNAs

and exonic reads as a surrogate for mature mRNAs. We

reasoned that newly transcribed (nascent) pre-mRNAs should

be preferentially located on chromatin in proximity to their

genomic DNA locus, while fully spliced (mature) mRNAs should

be associated with ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) in the cytoplasm.

Consistent with this, we find that intronic reads in RD-SPRITE

represent nascent pre-mRNAs in that they are (1) enriched on

chromatin, (2) enriched for contacts with various small nuclear

RNAs (snRNAs) such as U1 and U2, which are involved in pre-

mRNA splicing in the nucleus, and (3) depleted for contacts

with cytoplasmic RNAs, such as rRNAs (Figure 1B). In contrast,

exonic reads show properties consistent with mature mRNAs in

that they are (1) depleted on chromatin, (2) depleted for contacts

with snRNAs, and (3) enriched for contacts with rRNAs (Fig-

ure 1B). Together, these data demonstrate that RD-SPRITE

can detect both classes of mRNAs located in different parts of

the cell and distinguish between their localization patterns.

We next tested whether RD-SPRITE can quantitatively mea-

sure the relative abundance of these distinct mRNA populations.

First, we measured whether the overall RNA levels measured by

RD-SPRITE correlate with total RNA-seq measurements and

observed a strong correlation between the levels of RNAs

measured by each approach (Spearman p = 0.79) (Figure 1C).31

Next, we focused specifically on nascent pre-mRNA levels by

comparing transcription levels estimated from intronic reads in

RD-SPRITE and found them to be highly correlated with those

estimated from global run-on and sequencing (GRO-seq) as-

says,32 whichmeasure transcription levels of mRNAs (Spearman

p = 0.86). Finally, we observed a strong correlation between

exonic reads measured by RD-SPRITE and mature mRNA levels

measured by polyA-selected RNA-seq (Spearman p = 0.88).

To confirm the localization of nascent RNAs at their genomic

loci, we measured the DNA contacts of pre-mRNAs (RNA-DNA

contacts) and found them to be enriched for contacts with their

genomic loci (Figures 1D and 1E). Next, we explored whether

RD-SPRITE can detect the 3D structure at these actively

transcribing DNA loci. To do this, we mapped the DNA-DNA

contacts of SPRITE clusters containing a specific nascent pre-

mRNA and found that the DNA contacts are highly enriched

surrounding the locus from which the pre-mRNA is transcribed

(Figure 1F).

Taken together, these results demonstrate that RD-SPRITE

accurately distinguishes distinct populations of mRNAs within

the cell, enables quantitative measurement of their transcription

levels, and detects the genomic contacts and 3D structure

around individual pre-mRNAs.

Genomic DNA located within B compartments can be
actively transcribed
Because RD-SPRITE accurately measures both nascent RNA

transcripts and higher-order DNA organization genome-wide,

we used it to explore the global structure of genomic DNA

regions undergoing Pol II transcription. Specifically, we
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Figure 1. RD-SPRITE measures nascent and mature mRNAs at precise locations in the cell

(A) Schematic of nascent pre-mRNAs (blue), mature mRNAs (red), and their respectivemolecular interactionsmapped using RNA &DNASPRITE. Zoom-ins show

nascent pre-mRNA contacts in the nucleus (top) and mature mRNA contacts in the cytoplasm (bottom). The specific RNA (RPM) or DNA (DPM) molecules

measured within RD-SPRITE clusters are shown in the dotted circles.

(B) Contact frequency enrichment scores of introns (blue) or exons (red) with chromatin (left), snRNAs (middle), or rRNAs (right) measured using RNA-DNA or RNA-

RNA interactions.

(C) Correlations between RD-SPRITE RNA abundance and total RNA-seq31 (left), RD-SPRITE introns and GRO-seq32 (middle), and RD-SPRITE exons and polyA-

selected RNA-seq (right).

(D) Aggregated total RNA-DNA contacts of introns or exons with DNA regions surrounding their genomic loci. Shown is the total weighted contact frequency of all

RNAs within these populations contacting 1 megabase (Mb) genomic DNA windows from 10 Mbs up- and downstream of the transcriptional start site.

(E) Examples of weighted RNA-DNA interactions for selected pre-mRNAs (1-Mb resolution). The genomic locus for each pre-mRNA is annotated on the x axis.

(F) Weighted DNA-DNA interactions for transcriptionally active loci at the Gli2 gene locus on chromosome 1 (100-kb resolution). Interactions of transcriptionally

active loci are defined as the DNA contacts occurring within multiway SPRITE clusters containing both nascent Gli2 pre-mRNA transcripts and multiple DNA

reads.
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generated a genome-wide DNA-DNA contact matrix using

SPRITE clusters containing nascent pre-mRNAs. We reasoned

that if most genes within B compartments loop out and

reposition into A compartments when actively transcribed (the

‘‘looping out’’model), thenwewould see a single active compart-

ment in the DNA-DNA contact matrix of actively transcribed re-

gions. Conversely, if genes are transcribed within B compart-

ments, then we would observe both A and B compartments

within this DNA-DNA contact matrix (Figure 2A). In fact, the

genomic DNA structures generated from only actively tran-

scribed clusters show clear chromosome territories and intra-

compartment structures comparable to those observed when

measuring DNA-DNA contacts across all SPRITE clusters (Fig-

ure 2B). TheA/B compartment structure seen in transcribed clus-

ters closely corresponds to A/B compartments defined using

principal eigenvector analysis on the DNA contacts measured
from all SPRITE clusters (Figure S1, STAR Methods). This sug-

gests that genes in the B compartment do not ‘‘loop out’’ as

they are transcribed but instead remain in the B compartment.

While it is commonly described as a single compartment, the B

compartment is in fact heterogeneous. Compartment structures

can also be defined using five sub-compartments, three of which

(B1, B2, B3) are considered B-like but differ in repressive

chromatin modifications, gene density, and nuclear location33,34

(Figure 2C); B2 and B3 are highly enriched for chromatin features

associated with transcriptional repression, while B1 has

chromatin features more closely resembling the A2 sub-

compartment. Because of this, we considered the possibility

that our observations of transcription within the B compartment

might be restricted to B1. To explore this, we focused on a set of

highly expressed nascent pre-mRNAs in RD-SPRITE and found

these genes to be located within all three B sub-compartments
Cell Reports 41, 111730, November 29, 2022 3
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Figure 2. Genomic DNA located within B compartments can be actively transcribed

(A) Two models of RNA Pol II gene transcription within A or B compartments and the expected DNA-DNA interaction matrices for actively transcribed loci. The

‘‘looping out’’ model requires B compartment genes to loop into the A compartment to be transcribed, and the corresponding DNA-DNA matrix generated from

transcribed DNA regions (left heatmap, upper diagonal) would not have compartment structure, while the heatmap generated from all DNA regions would have

compartment structure (lower diagonal). In the ‘‘permissive’’ model, transcription of B compartment genes occurs without a change in genomic structure, and the

corresponding DNA-DNA matrix from transcribed DNA regions (right heatmap, upper diagonal) would have A/B compartment structure.

(B) Weighted DNA-DNA interaction heatmaps for SPRITE clusters containing nascent pre-mRNAs (upper diagonal) versus all SPRITE clusters (lower diagonal).

Chromosomes 2 and 4 are shown as examples.

(C) Feature profiles of A/B sub-compartments at 100-kilobase (kb) resolution. Characteristics include percentage (%) of genome assigned to each sub-

compartment (top), % of 100-kb regions for each sub-compartment matching the corresponding ‘‘super-compartment’’ labels (i.e., A1-A, B1-B) calculated by

principal eigenvector analysis of RD-SPRITE (second), mean number of protein-coding genes per 100-kb DNA region (third), mean weighted RNA-DNA contacts

of pre-mRNAs per 100-kb DNA region (fourth), mean weighted RNA-DNA contacts of small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) per 100-kb DNA region (fifth), number of top

2,000 genes within each sub-compartment (sixth), and percentage of speckle or nucleolar hub regions within each sub-compartment (seventh and eighth).

(D) Weighted DNA-DNA interaction heatmaps for actively transcribing SPRITE clusters containing nascent pre-mRNAs of genes in various sub-com-

partments.

(E) Unweighted RNA-DNA interactions of nascent pre-mRNAs at the B-A-B compartment boundaries near the front end of chromosome 2 (10–53 Mb).

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figure 2C, STAR Methods). Focusing specifically on the sub-

compartments associated with repressive features (B2 or B3),

we measured the DNA organization (DNA-DNA contacts) when

pre-mRNAs are actively transcribed. We selected individual

SPRITE clusters that contain reads for nascent pre-mRNAs

located within B2 or B3 and generated a DNA-DNA heatmap

(Figure 2D). We found that actively transcribed genomic

regions within these sub-compartments maintain DNA-DNA

contacts with other B2 and B3 regions and do not contact neigh-

boring A1 sub-compartment genomic regions. Conversely,

whenwe used clusters containing pre-mRNAs from genes within

the A1 sub-compartment to generate a DNA-DNA heatmap, we

observed preferential contacts with other A1 regions but not

contacts with neighboring B compartment DNA regions.

Together, these results demonstrate that active transcription

can occur within all B sub-compartments.

To further validate thatBcompartment structures areobserved

when B compartment genes are actively transcribed, we

explored the DNA contacts of nascent pre-mRNAs. RD-SPRITE

detects long-distance RNA-DNA interactions between nascent

pre-mRNAs and genomic DNA sites beyond their transcriptional

loci (Figure 1E). To investigate theunderlyinggenomicDNAstruc-

ture during active transcription of B compartment genes, we

looked for A/B compartment structures in these long-range

RNA-DNA contacts. Indeed, beyond RNA-DNA contacts

between pre-mRNAs and their own loci, B compartment pre-

mRNAs are enriched for contacts with DNA regions located in

neighboring B compartments and depleted for contacts with

DNA regions located within A compartments (Figures 2E–2G).

Because these nascent RNA transcripts are located near their

gene locus, this confirms that genes contained within B

compartments do not ‘‘loop out’’ when transcribed.

Together, these results indicate that localization of genes

within B compartments does not preclude transcription.

Nascent pre-mRNAs organize within genome-wide
structures resembling A/B compartments
We next wondered whether multiple, simultaneously transcribed

genes organize together within the B compartment. To explore

this, we generated an RNA-RNA contact matrix to measure the

genome-wide spatial organization of nascent pre-mRNAs

(Figures 3A and 3B). Because the number of observed RNA con-

tacts is dependent on expression level, we focused on the 2,000

most highly expressed genes to ensure high-confidence mea-

surements of individual pre-mRNA contacts (Table S1). These

highly expressed genes include those located within both A

and B compartments (1,216 A genes and 784 B genes) and

display comparable expression levels (Figures S1C and S2A).

We sorted these pre-mRNAs by the genomic position of their

gene locus and observed clear structural patterns, including

the following: (1) preferential contacts between pre-mRNAs

that are transcribed from the same chromosome, reminiscent
(F) Inter-compartment pre-mRNA-DNA contact enrichment score for A versus B c

line) along chromosome 2. Enrichment scores were rank-remapped to E1 for dir

(G) Mean inter-compartment pre-mRNA-DNA enrichment scores for A versus B

chromosome 2. Error bars show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
of chromosome territories (Figure 3A), and (2) alternating blocks

of highly interacting pre-mRNAs within individual chromosomes,

reminiscent of A/B compartments (Figure 3B). In contrast, con-

tact matrices generated between mature mRNAs (exons) do

not display preferential contact frequencies based on their

genomic positions, consistent with their localization in the

cytoplasm (Figures S3A and S3B).

To determine whether these intrachromosomal structural

patterns correspond to A/B compartments, we compared

them to the 3D structure of their corresponding genomic DNA

loci. We generated a DNA-DNA contact matrix for these highly

expressed genes (gene-level heatmap) and observed highly

similar intrachromosomal patterns in the DNA-DNA and the

pre-mRNA RNA-RNA contact maps (Pearson r = 0.83), but

not between gene-level DNA and mature mRNA contact maps

(Pearson r = 0.04) (Figures 3C and S3C). Next, we defined A/B

compartments using nascent RNA-RNA contacts and asked

whether their quantitative (eigenvector) values matched those

defined using DNA-DNA contacts. First, we ensured that A/B

compartment scores based on the gene-level DNA-DNA con-

tacts were similar to those measured across the genome (Pear-

son r = 0.87, STAR Methods) to confirm that this gene-level

analysis is comparable to genome-wide analysis (Figure 3D).

Second, we compared the gene-level DNA-DNA eigenvectors

to those calculated from the nascent RNA-RNA contact matrix

and found a strong correlation (Pearson r = 0.75) (Figure 3E).

Finally, we grouped RNA-RNA contacts based on A/B compart-

ment definitions from genomic DNA and found that pre-mRNAs

transcribed from B compartments display a high contact

frequency with other pre-mRNAs transcribed from B compart-

ments, but not with pre-mRNAs transcribed from loci contained

within A compartments, and vice versa (Figure 3F). In contrast,

mature mRNAs do not display any preferential interactions

between A/B regions (Figures S3D–S3F).

To ensure that the observed compartmentalization of nascent

RNAs is not a unique feature of highly expressed genes, we

explored compartmentalization properties across mRNAs that

span a broad range of expression levels (i.e., the top 10,000

most abundant pre-mRNAs) (Figure S4A) and observed prefer-

ential A-A and B-B contacts and depletion of neighboring A-B

contacts (Figure S4B). Indeed, zooming in on chromosome 2,

we detected clear B-A-B compartment structures, comparable

to those measured for the most abundant 2,000 pre-mRNAs,

within the RNA-RNA contacts of lower expression genes (Fig-

ure S4C). This indicates that the organization of pre-mRNAs

within A/B compartments and transcription within the B

compartment is observed across a range of expression levels

and all classes of transcribed Pol II genes.

These results are consistent with our observations that

actively transcribed genes are spatially organized into A/B

compartments and that multiple genes are simultaneously tran-

scribed within B compartments (Figure 3G). If transcription only
ompartment genes (black solid line) and the first eigenvector (E1) (gray dotted

ect comparison (STAR Methods).

compartment genes on A (left) or B (right) compartment genomic regions of
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(B) Zoom-in of gene-level DNA-DNA and nascent pre-mRNA RNA-RNA contact matrices for chromosome 2.

(legend continued on next page)
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occurred in a single active compartment, we would expect

nascent RNAs to globally interact with each other (Figure S3G).

Instead, our RNA-RNA heatmaps clearly demonstrate that

compartmentalization occurs among nascent transcripts; we

observe distinct groups of pre-mRNAs interacting with each

other while excluding other nearby transcripts. Importantly, this

pre-mRNA compartmentalization, which closely matches the

corresponding A/B compartment definitions of DNA, is observed

in the RNA-RNA contacts a priori, independent of any

compartment calls from DNA-DNA contacts.

To confirm these observations using an orthogonal assay, we

performed RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and

measured whether B compartment pre-mRNAs interact more

closely with each other than with pre-mRNAs in neighboring A

compartments. Specifically, we generated probes against

introns of six pre-mRNAswithin chromosome 2; each set of three

probes corresponded to two mRNAs from distinct B compart-

ments and one from an intervening A compartment (Figure 3H).

Consistent with our RD-SPRITE measurements, we find that

the pre-mRNAs transcribed from the two B compartments are

closer in 3D space than they are to the pre-mRNA transcribed

from the A compartment. This occurs even though the two genes

in the B compartments (B-B pairs) are farther apart in linear

space than the A-B pairs (Figures 3I and 3J).

Together, these results indicate that nascent pre-mRNA

transcripts from genes located in both the A and B compart-

ments organize into structures such as chromosomal territories

and A/B compartment structures. This highlights the power of

RD-SPRITE and its ability to measure long-distance interactions

of nascent pre-mRNAs genome-wide to uncover the spatial

organization of RNA in the nucleus.

Transcription of RNA Pol II genes can occur in proximity
to the nucleolus
We next explored whether Pol II transcription occurs near the

nucleolus, a nuclear body that is organized around active tran-

scription and processing of RNA Polymerase I (Pol I) transcribed

pre-ribosomal RNAs.35,36 Previous studies have shown that

genomic DNA regions positioned near the nucleolus are associ-

ated with inactive Pol II transcription and heterochromatin
(C) Correlation of genome-wide, intrachromosomal contact frequencies for gen

matrices.

(D) Comparison of the first eigenvector (E1) calculated from a genome-wide 10-k

matrix (middle), and nascent pre-mRNA RNA-RNA contact matrix (bottom) alo

signments based on the value of the 10-kb binned E1.

(E) Correlation of E1 calculated from gene-level DNA-DNA (y axis) and nascent p

(F) Saddle plots generated from the gene-level DNA-DNA and nascent pre-mRN

groups of genes ordered by their compartment signals calculated from a 10-kb

partments of the genes.

(G) Model of RNA Pol II transcription of multiple genes within B compartments a

(H) Schematic of intron RNA-FISH design. Nascent transcripts from two B comp

genomic space (left) were probed, and the 3D distance between pairs (right) wa

(I) Representative microscopy image of intron RNA-FISH for Arhgap21 (B compa

Both alleles of Gtdc1 are expressed. Transcripts from a single chromosome are b

Scale bar represents 1 mm.

(J) Parallel coordinates plot of pairwise 3D distances measured by intron RNA-FIS

each cell to account for differences in cell size. Each gray line indicates a measure

regions indicate the standard deviation. Probed genes and the linear genomic dist

n = 12 cells containing Arhgap21, Gtdc1, and Odf2 triplets and n = 27 cells cont
marks.26,27,37,38 However, whether proximity to the nucleolus is

simply correlatedwith inactive transcription or whether organiza-

tion around the nucleolus precludes Pol II transcription remains

unknown.

To explore this, we utilized the ability of RD-SPRITE to

measure long-range RNA and DNA organization around the

nucleolus (Figure 4A).28,30 We reasoned that if proximity to the

nucleolus precludes transcription, DNA regions would loop

awaywhen they are transcribed (Figure 4B), and this would result

in SPRITE clusters containing nascent pre-mRNAs depleted

for nucleolar contacts. In contrast, if transcription can occur

near the nucleolus, we would detect preferential contacts be-

tween nascent pre-mRNAs of nucleolar-proximal genes and

nucleolar RNAs.

First, we defined the genomic DNA regions proximal to the

nucleolus (the ‘‘nucleolar hub’’) based onDNA contact frequency

with nucleolar RNAs, such as 45S pre-ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs)

and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), and inter-chromosomal

DNA-DNA contacts (Table S2). We previously showed that these

genomic DNA regions are proximal to the nucleolus30 (STAR

Methods, Figures 4C and S5A). Next, we analyzed whether

nascent pre-mRNAs transcribed from these nucleolar-proximal

DNA loci co-occur in SPRITE clusters with snoRNAs, suggesting

that they are transcribed when they are physically close to the

nucleolus and do not ‘‘loop out’’ during transcription. Indeed,

pre-mRNAs from nucleolar-proximal genes display strong

enrichment for snoRNA contacts, whereas nascent pre-mRNAs

transcribed from nucleolar-distal genes exhibit few snoRNA con-

tacts (Figures 4D and 4E). In fact, the frequency of snoRNA to

pre-mRNA contacts was positively correlated with the nucleolar

proximity of the pre-mRNA’s genomic locus (Pearson r = 0.75;

Figures 4F and S5B), while the transcriptional levels of the pre-

mRNAs were not (Pearson r =�0.02; Figure S2B). This suggests

that RNA Pol II transcription can occur close to the nucleolus.

To explore the underlying genomic DNA structure of nucleolar-

proximal geneswhen they are actively transcribed, wemeasured

the RNA-DNA contacts for these pre-mRNAs (Figure 4G). We

reasoned that if these DNA loci loop away from the nucleolus

when they are transcribed, nucleolar proximal pre-mRNAswould

exhibit reduced interactions with nucleolar hub DNA regions and
e-level DNA-DNA (x axis) and nascent pre-mRNA RNA-RNA (y axis) contact

b binned DNA-DNA contact matrix (top), gene-level binned DNA-DNA contact

ng chromosome 2. A/B indicator bar along the top shows compartment as-

re-mRNA RNA-RNA (x axis) contact matrices.

A RNA-RNA contact matrices. Plots show the average interactions between

binned DNA-DNA matrix. A/B indicator bars along the axes indicate the com-

nd the expected RNA-RNA interaction matrix.

artment genes located on opposite sides of an A compartment gene in linear

s measured.

rtment gene), Odf2 (A compartment gene), and Gtdc1 (B compartment gene).

oxed. Arrows highlight the B compartment genes coming together in 3D space.

H (B1-A and A-B2). Distances were normalized to the B1-B2 pair distance for

ment from a single cell, bolded black lines indicate the mean, and shaded gray

ances between DNA loci are listed on top of each plot. Measurements are from

aining Abi1, Mbd5, and Sptan1 triplets.
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Figure 4. Transcription of RNA polymerase II genes can occur in proximity to the nucleolus

(A) Schematic of the molecular interactions occurring near the nucleolus and their corresponding RNA and DNA interactions measured within an RD-SPRITE

cluster (circle). Because RD-SPRITE clusters can capture long-distance interactions, a single cluster can measure multiple interacting RNA (pre-mRNAs) and

DNA molecules (genomic loci) around RNA bodies (containing 45S rRNA and snoRNAs).

(B) Two models of RNA Pol II gene transcription for nucleolar-proximal genes.

(C) Diagram of inter-chromosomal DNA contacts between nucleolar hub regions. Chromosomes in gray contain ribosomal DNA genes.

(D) RNA-DNA interactions (topbox) corresponding toRNAsknown to reside in the nucleolus (y axis; snoRNAsand45Spre-rRNAs)with genomic loci (x axis; binned

per gene) are shown along the top. RNA-RNA interactions (bottom twoboxes) between the top 2,000 expressedpre-mRNAs (x axis; STARMethods) and nucleolar

RNAs (y axis; 45Spre-rRNAandsnoRNAs) are shown.Genes are orderedalong the xaxis basedongenomic position. Three components of 45Spre-rRNA spacers

(ITS1, ITS2, 30ETS) and the top 50 snoRNAs in descending order by contact frequency are along the y axis. DNA loci within the nucleolar hub are annotated in

purple.

(E) Cumulative density of pre-mRNA contacts with snoRNAs for nucleolar proximal (purple) and nucleolar distal (gray) genes.

(legend continued on next page)
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increased interactions with neighboring non-nucleolar hub re-

gions. Instead, we observed that nascent pre-mRNAs of these

genes frequently contact other nucleolar-proximal DNA regions

and are depleted at neighboring non-nucleolar hub regions.

Because our results suggest that genes are transcribed when

they are near the nucleolus, we wondered whether multiple

actively transcribed genes organize together around the

nucleolus. Specifically, we explored if nascent pre-mRNAs of

nucleolar-associated genes display preferential inter-chromo-

somal contacts. To do this, we took the genome-wide inter-

chromosomal contact matrix between all nascent pre-mRNAs

(Figure 3A) and aggregated the mRNAs into three groups:

speckle hub genes, nucleolar hub genes, or neither (Figure 4H,

Tables S2 and S3). We observed enrichment of inter-chromo-

somal contacts between these nucleolar hub nascent pre-

mRNAs (p value < 0.01, STAR Methods and Figure S5C),

suggesting that the nucleolar hub DNA regions from multiple

chromosomes remain organized together in space during

transcription and that genes from multiple chromosomes are

simultaneously transcribed at the nucleolus.

To confirm this observation, we performed intron RNA-FISH

for two genes located on chromosome 19, one within the nucle-

olar hub (Carnmt1) and one far from it (Btrc, Figure 4I, Videos S1

and S2). Carnmt1 is actively transcribed while positioned

adjacent to the nucleolus (Figure 4I). We measured the distance

to the nucleolus for 41 alleles of each gene across 22 cells and

observed that �50% (21/41) of Carnmt1 alleles are transcribed

within 0.1 mm of the nucleolar surface. Indeed, even when the

allele is directly contacting the nucleolus (distance % 0 mm),

we observe transcription in �1/3 of measured Carnmt1 alleles

(Figures 4J and 4K). In contrast, we rarely observe Btrc tran-

scribed near the nucleolus, even though it is located on the

same chromosome as Carnmt1 (Figure 4K).

Together, these results demonstrate that proximity to the

nucleolus does not preclude transcription of Pol II genes.

DISCUSSION

Here, we showed that RD-SPRITE enables simultaneous mea-

surement of 3D DNA structure and nascent RNA transcription

to map the DNA contacts of pre-mRNAs, the 3D structure of

actively transcribed genomic loci, and the global organization

of nascent pre-RNAs. Previously, the question of whether certain
(F) Nascent pre-mRNA-snoRNA contact matrix for the top 2,000 genes. Genes are

of the genomic locus to nucleolar hub regions in RD-SPRITE. Heatmap of U3 sn

(G) Unweighted pre-mRNA-DNA contacts occurring in SPRITE clusters containin

rRNA density (RNA-DNA contact frequency) is shown as a heatmap, indicating n

(H) Average unweighted inter-chromosomal RNA-RNA contacts of the top 2,000 n

0.01. p values were calculated relative to an expected distribution generated by

inter-chromosomal RNA-RNA contact frequency (STAR Methods).

(I) Immunofluorescence (IF) combined with intron RNA-FISH for two genes on chr

nucleolar-distal gene. Both alleles of Carnmt1 are transcribed while located adj

Arrows highlight the nucleolar-proximal pre-mRNAs located adjacent to nucleoli

(J) 3D surface representation of intron RNA-FISH for Carnmt1 (yellow) and Btrc (g

2 mm) shows original FISH and IF signals in the entire cell. Zoom-ins show sphe

represents 2 mm) and the two transcribed Carnmt1 alleles intersecting the nucleo

(K) Distribution of 3D distances between the nucleolar surface and Carnmt1 (pur

images (n = 22 cells).
nuclear structures are impermissible to transcription was

unresolved because we lacked the ability to map DNA and

RNA contacts simultaneously at high resolution across the

genome. Existing methods are unable to do this because they

either focus exclusively on DNA structure (e.g., Hi-C) or map

RNA and DNA via proximity ligation (e.g., GRID-seq), which

is limited to pairwise interactions and therefore cannot

simultaneously measure 3D DNA structure and nascent RNA

localization or RNA-RNA interactions between pre-mRNAs.

Using RD-SPRITE, we can simultaneously measure RNA-RNA,

RNA-DNA, and DNA-DNA contacts genome-wide and therefore

generate global profiles of the 3D structures associated with

nascent transcripts.

We leveraged these features of RD-SPRITE to show that

transcription of genomic DNA occurs within both A and B com-

partments as well as at genomic DNA regions that are proximal

to the nucleolus. Our results demonstrate that DNA does

not need to reposition into an ‘‘active’’ compartment in the

nucleus to be transcribed and that gene localization within

B compartments or near the nucleolus does not preclude

Pol II transcription. Furthermore, we found that nascent

pre-mRNAs—including those within A compartments, B

compartments, and near the nucleolus—localize with other

transcripts from their respective nuclear structures; this is remi-

niscent of DNA organization such as chromosomal territories,

A/B compartments, and inter-chromosomal interactions

around the nucleolus. While we focused on exploration of

inactive compartments, we note that this approach can also

be used to explore other structural features and transcription,

including enhancer-promoter contacts.

Our findings argue against the ‘‘looping out’’ model whereby

active genes need to move out of inactive compartments to con-

tact active compartments when transcribed. Previous evidence

for thismodel came primarily from imaging studies that observed

that individual DNA loci can loop away from their chromosome

territories when transcriptionally active.18,39 Additional studies

using nascent RNA-FISH did not detect chromosome territories

or compartment-like structures, suggesting that pre-mRNAs

organized within a single active compartment.16 It was therefore

postulated that DNA structure detected by Hi-C and similar ap-

proaches may capture ensemble DNA organization across a

population of cells rather than the organization of DNA loci that

are actively transcribed. However, these imaging approaches
ordered based on their distance to the nucleolus, defined by contact frequency

oRNA-DNA density at the genomic bin corresponding to each gene is shown.

g snoRNAs for nucleolar genes of chromosome 18 (left) and 19 (right). 45S pre-

ucleolar close (purple) and far (white) regions.

ascent pre-mRNAs grouped by hub (speckle hub, nucleolar hub, neither). *p <

randomizing RNAs reads across SPRITE clusters and calculating the resulting

omosome 19: Carnmt1 (yellow), a nucleolar-proximal gene, and Btrc (green), a

acent to the nucleolus (Nucleolin; purple). Nucleus is demarcated with DAPI.

. Scale bar represents 2 mm.

reen) and IF for Nucleolin (purple). Zoom-out (upper left, scale bar represents

res corresponding to FISH signal and nucleolar surface (lower left, scale bar

lar surface (right, scale bar represents 0.7 mm).

ple) or Btrc (gray) nascent transcripts quantified from intron RNA-FISH and IF
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were not able to simultaneously measure both RNA and DNA

with high sensitivity on a genome-wide scale; therefore, their

inability to measure these structures likely reflects limited resolu-

tion rather than support for this model. Using RD-SPRITE, we

can detect the long-range RNA-RNA interactions of lower

abundance RNAs, such as nascent pre-mRNAs, which enables

us to generate high-depth, genome-wide RNA-RNA contact

maps for thousands of RNAs.

Altogether, our results demonstrate that transcription can

occur throughout the nucleus, including within regions that

have typically been viewed as inactive. Thus, the simple idea

of ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘inactive’’ compartments—distinct structural

domains within the nucleus that are globally permissive or imper-

missible for transcription—is likely inaccurate. Consistent with

this, previous studies have shown that transcription can occur

at genes proximal to the nuclear lamina22,25,40,41 and that Pol II

can freely access the inactive X chromosome heterochromatin

domain during X chromosome inactivation.42

Because spatial organization does not appear to dictate tran-

scriptional state, arrangement of DNA into A/B compartments

likely reflects other features of these genomic regions. Indeed,

our study and others9 suggest that transcription is unlikely to

be the sole factor driving compartmentalization of the genome.

Genomic DNA regions within transcriptionally inert sperm

cells9,43,44 as well as cells treated with various transcriptional in-

hibitors45,46 are still partitioned into A/B compartments.

Additionally, A/B compartments can be invariant across cell

states, even when undergoing large-scale changes in gene

expression.12 One possibility is that these compartments reflect

differential gene density: DNA regions contained within A

compartments are generally gene dense, whereas those in B

compartments are generally gene poor. This would explain

why A/B compartments are correlated with transcriptional

activity but may not regulate transcription state, because

gene-dense regions are more likely to be transcriptionally active.

Other possible contributors to compartmentalization include A/T

sequence content of the genome, the prevalence of SINE and

LINE elements,47 and the replication timing of DNA.48,49 In fact,

multiple studies have found that early and late replicating do-

mains correspond to A and B compartments, respectively.48,50

Yet another possibility is that these compartments reflect pat-

terns of histone modifications. While the precise features that

drive compartment organization are unknown, our results sug-

gest that these compartments do not define transcriptional

state, and additional work is needed to understand what role, if

any, spatial compartments play in gene regulation.

Limitations of the study
Because RD-SPRITE does not quantify absolute physical 3D dis-

tances, our results do not directly measure how close actively

transcribed genes are to each other or from structures such as

the nucleolus. Instead, we assess the relative proximity between

molecules by calculating contact frequency. While our results

suggest that transcription can occur near the nucleolus, the

measurements cannot determine whether transcription is

occurring directly within—or at a defined distance from—the

nucleolus. However, we have validated our observations for

representative loci using FISH and find strong concordance
10 Cell Reports 41, 111730, November 29, 2022
between distances measured by microscopy and SPRITE data

(here and in Quinodoz et al., 201830).

While our data suggest that large-scale, global repositioning of

B compartment genomic regions into an A compartment is not

required for transcription, we cannot exclude the possibility

that small scale, local structural reorganization may occur (e.g.,

promoter regions loop out and contact each other21) or that indi-

vidual genes may relocate upon transcription. For instance,

certain transcribed nucleolar genes may be located further

from the nucleolus than their inactive counterparts but remain

within the B compartment and in proximity to the nucleolus.

Alternatively, multiple B compartment genes may undergo local

structural changes to organize together when transcribed, while

remaining distinct from other active A compartment genes.While

these questions remain to be addressed, our data clearly indi-

cate that genes remain compartmentalized when transcribed

and do not reorganize into a single active compartment.

Finally, our study focused onmouse ES cells, and therefore we

cannot exclude the possibility that other cell types might display

distinct properties. Furthermore, it remains possible that other

spatial compartments in the nucleus that have not yet been

studied might preclude Pol II transcription. Future work will be

needed to comprehensively map transcriptional states and 3D

genome structure in other cell types and extend these

observations to additional cell types and nuclear compartments.
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has been deposited at GEO: GSE211287 and are publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in

the key resources table. Microscopy data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

The original code for the SPRITE analysis pipeline is available on Github at https://github.com/GuttmanLab/sprite2.0-pipeline.

DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines used in this study
We used the following cell line in this study: Female ES cells (pSM44 ES cell line) derived from a 1293 castaneous F1 mouse cross.

These cells express Xist from the endogenous locus under control of a tetracycline-inducible promoter. The dox-inducible Xist gene

is present on the 129 allele, enabling allele-specific analysis of Xist induction and X chromosome silencing.
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Cell culture conditions
All mouse ES cells were grown at 37�C under 7% CO2 on plates coated with 0.2% gelatin (Sigma, G1393-100ML) and 1.75 mg/mL

laminin (Life Technologies Corporation, #23017015) in serum-free 2i/LIFmedia composed as follows: 1:1mix of DMEM/F-12 (GIBCO)

and Neurobasal (GIBCO) supplemented with 1x N2 (GIBCO), 0.5x B-27 (GIBCO 17504-044), 2 mg/mL bovine insulin (Sigma),

1.37 mg/mL progesterone (Sigma), 5 mg/mL BSA Fraction V (GIBCO), 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), 5 ng/mL murine LIF

(GlobalStem), 0.125 mM PD0325901 (SelleckChem) and 0.375 mM CHIR99021 (SelleckChem). 2i inhibitors were added fresh with

each medium change. Medium was replaced every 2448 h depending on culture density, and cells were passaged every 72 h using

0.025% Trypsin (Life Technologies) supplemented with 1mM EDTA and chicken serum (1/100 diluted; Sigma), rinsing dissociated

cells from the plates with DMEM/F12 containing 0.038% BSA Fraction V.

METHODS DETAILS

RD-SPRITE dataset and computational pipeline
The RNA-DNA SPRITE dataset was previously generated in female PSM44 mouse embryonic stem cells treated for 24hr with

doxycycline for induction of Xist expression and can be found under the GEO accession number GSE151515.28 RD-SPRITE data

processing pipeline details were described in https://github.com/GuttmanLab/sprite2.0-pipeline. The final pipeline output is a cluster

file containing reads grouped into SPRITE clusters based on shared SPRITE barcode sequences. Each SPRITE cluster may contain

repeat-masked DNA reads aligned to mm10, RNA reads annotated with Gencode vM25 gene annotations and repeatmasker

annotations and/or repeat RNA reads aligned to a custom genome of repeat RNAs.

Gene identification was improved to avoid mis-annotations of genes. Intronic RNA reads were defined as RPM-containing reads

that aligned to the genome and were uniquely annotated as the intron of a protein-coding gene. Similarly, exonic RNA reads were

defined as RPM-containing reads that aligned to the genome and were uniquely annotated as the exon of a protein-coding gene.

For example, mRNA reads overlapping with snoRNAs or other repetitive sequences were excluded. Unless stated otherwise, all

analyses were based on SPRITE clusters of size 2–1000 reads. These cluster sizes were chosen to be consistent with the analysis

in our previous papers, where we showed that many known structures such as TADs, compartments, RNA-DNA and RNA-RNA

interactions, etc., occur within SPRITE clusters containing 2–1000 reads.28,30 We also previously showed that the A/B compartments

identified in these cluster sizes are highly correlated with those observed by Hi-C.

RD-SPRITE data analysis
Exon and intron enrichment scores

A ‘‘contact enrichment score’’ was devised to compare the contact profiles of intronic and exonic RNA reads. Specifically, the fre-

quency of an intronic or exonic read co-occurring in the same SPRITE cluster as another molecular species - such as chromatin (DNA

reads, defined by DPM tags), small nuclear RNAs (U1, U2) or ribosomal RNAs (18S, 28S) was calculated. Contact scores were gener-

ated by sorting all clusters with a gene of interest based on whether they also contained the other molecule of interest. The contact

and no-contact frequency scores were computed by taking the sum of 1/(cluster size) for all clusters with or without the other mole-

cule, respectively. Summing 1/(cluster size) accounts for contact distance - larger clusters indicate further contact distances and are

proportionally down-weighted. A final contact score for a gene is the ratio of contact to no-contact frequency scores. This procedure

was performed for intronic and exonic reads. Enrichment was computed by normalizing contact scores to the median contact score

of all intronic and exonic contact scores. Outlier genes with very few annotated exonic or intronic reads had extreme scores that were

not necessarily representative of intronic or exonic reads as a class. These were removed by setting a minimum contact and no con-

tact threshold of two clusters in each category for a given gene. The median 90% of intronic and exonic contact enrichment scores

were plotted as violin plots using the python plotting package seaborn.

Locus enrichment scores

To map the genome-wide localization profiles of intronic or exonic RNA reads relative to their genomic locus, the contact frequency

between RNA transcripts (intronic or exonic reads) and each region of the genome (binned at 1Mb resolution) was calculated. 1Mb

resolution was selected for this analysis such that most gene loci were located within only a single genomic bin (genomic locus bin).

The raw contact frequency was defined as the number of SPRITE clusters in which a specific RNA transcript read (intronic or exonic)

and a given genomic bin co-occur. The normalized contact frequency was calculated by weighting each SPRITE cluster by a scaling

factor proportional to its size (2/n, where n is the total number of reads in the cluster). The normalized contact frequency profiles

for intronic and exonic reads of each gene were summed over all genes, with the contact profiles centered on the genomic locus

bin +/� 10Mb. The contact profiles for antisense (- strand genes) were reversed before summing to account for gene orientation.

Expression correlations

Expression levels for each gene were calculated by counting the number of annotated intronic RNA reads and/or annotated exonic

RNA reads in SPRITE clusters. The intronic expression levels were compared to GRO-Seq expression levels, from NCBI GEO

(GSE48895 accession).32 The exonic expression levels were compared to a polyA-selected RNA-seq library generated from

PSM44 after 24hr dox induction (the identical cell line/conditions used for RD-SPRITE). The total expression levels were compared

to Ribo-depleted RNA-seq expression levels from GEO Accession: GSM903663.31
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Selecting the top 2000 introns

The top 2000 pre-mRNAs with highest coverage in the RD-SPRITE dataset were determined by counting the number of RNA reads in

SPRITE clusters of size 2–1000 that were annotated as an intron of each protein-coding gene. To remove potential mis-annotations or

non-representative genes, genes with transcript lengths greater than 1 Mb were filtered out. Additionally, to remove redundant or

overlapping annotations, genes with intersecting annotations or annotations within 1000 bp of each other were filtered, keeping

only the most abundant. This second filter allowed for any DNA locus to be uniquely assigned to only a single gene. From the final

filtered list, the top 2000 pre-mRNA genes were selected.

DNA-DNA contact matrices

DNA-DNA contact matrices were generated from all SPRITE clusters of total size 2–1000 reads. Raw contact frequency was

calculated at 1Mb resolution by counting the number of SPRITE clusters in which pairs of genomic bins co-occur. 1Mb resolution

was selected for DNA-DNA heatmaps to enable visualization of genome-wide patterns (ie. chromosomal territories, A/B compart-

ments). Normalized contact frequency was calculated by dividing each genomic contact by a scaling factor proportional to

SPRITE cluster size (specifically, n/2 where n is the total number of reads in the SPRITE cluster).29 Normalized contact frequency

maps were corrected using ICE normalization, a matrix balancing algorithm commonly used for correcting Hi-C contact maps using

CoolTools.59

To analyze the 3D structure associated with a single active gene locus (Figure 1F), DNA-DNA contact maps were generated from a

subset of SPRITE clusters that contained an intronic RNA transcript of the gene of interest. Cluster size normalized contact maps

were generated at 100kb resolution by mapping the interactions between all pairs of DNA within these clusters, as described above.

100kb resolution was selected to allow for visualization of contact enrichment at the gene-locus level. These contact frequencymaps

were corrected using a modified ICE normalization strategy. Specifically, because cluster subsets may be enriched or depleted for

certain genomic regions or contacts, the assumptions for typical ICE normalization of amatrix do not apply. To correct thesematrices

for any genome coverage bias present in the entire SPRITE dataset, ICE bias factors fromDNA-DNA contact matrices generated with

all clusters were applied to the matrices generated from cluster subsets.

To analyze the 3D-structure associated with nascent transcription for all active regions or sets of genes (e.g. A1, A2, B1, B2, etc.),

DNA-DNA contact maps were generated from a subset of SPRITE clusters that contained a specific set of RNA transcripts. In the

case ofmapping all active regions, SPRITE clusters that hadDNA reads and at least one RNA read annotated as the intron of a protein

coding gene were selected. Cluster size normalized contact maps were generated at 1Mb resolution from this subset of clusters, as

described above. 1Mb resolution was selected to enable visualization of genome-wide structural patterns (ie. chromosomal terri-

tories and A/B compartments). These contact maps were ICE normalized using the modified ICE normalization strategy for cluster

subsets, as described above.

Genome-wide eigenvector calculations for A/B compartment identification

Genome-wide eigenvectors were calculated from SPRITE DNA-DNA contact maps to define reference A/B compartments. First,

SPRITE clusters of sizes 2–1000 DNA reads were converted to a cooler format, a standard format for HiC interaction data, using

the ‘cloud-pairs’’ function of cooler.57 The pairs of contacts within SPRITE clusters were individually written out and weighted by

the n/2 scaling factor, where n is the number of DNA reads in the cluster. Next, cooler files were generated at various resolutions

(10kb, 100kb, 1Mb) using the cooler function ‘‘coursen’’ andmatrix balancing weights were calculated using the cooler function ‘‘bal-

ance’’. Finally, eigenvectors were calculated at these resolutions using the HiC analysis software cooltools. 1Mb resolution eigenvec-

tors were used to define A/B compartment domains for genome-wide or chromosome-wide analysis; 100kb resolution eigenvectors

were used to match sub compartment resolution (see below); 10kb resolution eigenvectors were used to define compartments on a

gene-resolution level and assign individual genes to either compartment.

RNA-DNA contact maps

Genome-wide localization profiles were generated for individual pre-mRNAs by calculating the contact frequency of intronic RNA

reads for that gene and genomic DNA binned at various resolutions (10Mb, 1Mb, 100kb). A range of DNA binning resolutions was

used to measure contacts occurring at different size scales – i.e., gene-locus specific contacts (100kb), intra-compartment con-

tacts (1Mb) and long-range, chromosome-wide contacts (10Mb). Raw contact frequency was calculated by counting the number

of SPRITE clusters in which an intronic RNA read and a DNA read, mapped to its corresponding genomic bin, co-occurred.

Weighted contact frequency was calculated by scaling raw contacts with a scaling factor proportional to cluster size, as described

for DNA-DNA contact matrices. To account for differences in gene expression when comparing RNA-DNA localization profiles

across genes, the genome-wide RNA-DNA contacts for each gene were normalized to one.

Aggregate inter-compartment domain RNA-DNA contact frequencies were computed using the unweighted RNA-DNA contact

profiles of the top 2000 genes at 1Mb genomic bin resolution. 1Mb resolution was selected to define A/B compartment domains

and resolve compartment boundaries. First, for each gene, the A/B compartment domain containing the gene locus was masked.

Then, the inter-compartment domain contacts for all A compartment genes and all B compartment genes were summed separately.

To account for the difference in number of A and B compartment genes, the aggregated contact frequencies were normalized to their

respective medians on a per-chromosome basis. Finally, the ratio of A-to-B frequency was used to generate an enrichment

score. When the ratio is > 1, the inter-compartment domain contact frequency with A genes is higher; when the ratio is < 1, the

inter-compartment domain contact frequency with B genes is higher. This enrichment score was further aggregated across all A

compartment regions and all B compartment regions on chromosome 2. To compare the magnitude of the enrichment score to
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the magnitude of eigenvector 1 (E1), the enrichment score along chromosome 2 was plotted after rank re-mapping to E1; all

enrichment score values and all eigenvector values along chromosome 2 were ordered each from greatest to least. The top enrich-

ment score was assigned the value of the top eigenvector, the second highest enrichment score was assigned the value of the

second highest eigenvector and so forth.

RNA-RNA contact matrices

RNA-RNA contact matrices were generated by computing the contact frequency between RNA-RNA pairs. Contact frequency was

defined as the number of SPRITE clusters containing both transcripts. RNA-RNA contacts were not weighted by cluster size.

For all of the top 2000 genes, their intronic or exonic RNA transcripts were used to generate RNA-RNA contact matrices between

nascent pre-mRNAs or mature mRNAs, respectively. Matrices were ordered by the genomic position of these genes and normalized

using ICE normalization (also used for matrix balancing HiC data) to account for differences in RNA expression.

DNA-DNA contact matrices by gene

DNA-DNA contact matrices were generated on a gene-level to directly compare to the corresponding RNA-RNA matrices of the

same genes. Specifically, instead of calculating the contact frequency between genomic bins of DNA, raw frequencies were

calculated by annotating each DNA fragment with its respective gene locus (similar to RNA annotations but ignoring strand) and

counting the number of SPRITE clusters containing pairs of interacting gene loci. These matrices were normalized using ICE

normalization.

Eigenvector calculations for gene-binned contact maps

Eigenvectors were calculated fromRNA-RNA contact matrices or gene-resolution DNA-DNA contact matrices using these same HiC

analysis software packages to define A/B compartments (see above). Pre-computed, raw contact matrices were converted into a

cooler format by assigning the contacts of each gene to the 10kb genomic bin located in the center of the gene annotation. Coolers

were balanced using the cooler function ‘‘balance’’. Finally, eigenvectors were calculated using the HiC analysis software cooltools.

Signs of eigenvectors for individual chromosomes were matched to the eigenvectors calculated from the entire genome.

Saddle plots

Saddle plots were generated from the RNA-RNA and gene-resolution DNA-DNA contact matrices using cooltools. To enable direct

comparisons, the ordering of genes was the same for all saddle plots. The genes were sorted and grouped into 40 bins based on

eigenvector 1 (E1) of their genomic positions from the genome-wide eigenvector calculation using RD-SPRITE. The RNA-RNA

and gene-resolution DNA-DNA contact matrices were then aggregated based on these groups. The total interaction sum and count

were used to calculate an average contact frequency per group.

RNA-RNA contacts for gene expression levels

Genes were grouped into five expression levels of 2000 genes each based on pre-mRNA abundance in RD-SPRITE clusters.

Specifically, genes were ordered by number of associated intron-containing RNA reads and grouped into 0–1999, 2000–3999,

4000–5999, 6000–7999 and 8000–9999, with the 0–1999 group containing the most abundant pre-mRNA genes. For each group,

RNA-RNA contacts were mapped between pre-mRNAs as previously described. Individual gene-based contacts were collapsed

into A and B compartment contacts for each chromosome. A and B compartments for each gene were assigned based on E1

calculated at 10kb resolution from RD-SPRITE data, as described above. The genome-wide, by-chromosome A/B compartment

contact matrix was normalized using ICE normalization. Finally, the total intrachromosomal A-A, A-B and B-B contacts were

calculated and displayed as a 2-by-2 matrix. For the top three expression levels (0–1999, 2000–3999, 4000–5999), the gene-based

RNA-RNA contacts were additionally collapsed into contiguous domains of A and B along each chromosome (instead of one A

and one B group per chromosome). The resulting contact matrix was normalized using ICE normalization. A similar domain level

analysis was not performed for the lowest expression levels because of sparsity in pre-mRNA reads.

Sub-compartment analysis

Annotations for the A/B sub-compartments in mouse embryonic stem cells were kindly provided by the Jian Ma laboratory at

Carnegie Mellon University. These subcompartment annotations were only used for the analyses shown in Figures 2C and 2D.

Sub-compartment annotations were based on a 5 state Gaussian Hidden Markov Model and were at 100 kb resolution. The features

of the sub-compartments were profiled using the RD-SPRITE dataset. Specifically, A/B compartment labels, assigned based on the

principal eigenvector calculated at 100 kb resolution using RD-SPRITE, were compared to the A1/A2/B1/B2/B3 and the number of

mismatched compartments (e.g. A compartment with B1/B2/B3 sub-compartment) was calculated. Next, the weighted RNA-DNA

contacts of nascent pre-mRNAs or of small nuclear RNAs (U1, U2) across all regions of a single sub-compartment annotation

were averaged. To determinewhether genes in all sub-compartments were expressed, the top 2000 pre-mRNA geneswere assigned

to their respective sub-compartments. If a gene annotation intersected multiple sub-compartments, it was assigned to the sub-

compartment with maximum representation (ie. most covered base pairs); each gene could only be counted for one sub-compart-

ment. Chromosome X genes were excluded from this analysis because of the lack of sub-compartment assignments.

Weighted DNA-DNA contact matrices for transcribing regions containing pre-mRNAs from each sub-compartment were

generated as described above. Specifically, a subset of SPRITE clusters containing intronic RNA transcripts of genes located in a

given sub-compartment were selected. Then, the DNA-DNA contact frequency from this cluster subset was calculated. Any of

the top 2000 geneswere assigned to a given sub-compartment if a portion of the gene annotation intersected the given sub-compart-

ment. Thus, genes could be included in more than one sub-compartment for this analysis.
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Nucleolar and speckle hub definition

Nucleolar and Speckle Hubs were previously defined using inter-chromosomal contacts of DNA SPRITE at 1Mb resolution in mES

cells.30 Briefly, it was found that two, mutually-exclusive sets of DNA regions showed enriched inter-chromosomal contacts within a

set but not with DNA regions of the other set of interacting loci.

To improve these annotations in this manuscript, the hubs were recalculated using the RD-SPRITE dataset and including RNA

enrichment information. Instead of all SPRITE clusters being included to generate a DNA-DNA heatmap and measure inter-chromo-

somal contact enrichment, we only used SPRITE clusters containing knownRNAs functionally associated with the respective nuclear

body (nucleolus/speckles) being mapped. For the nucleolar hub, clusters were selected using small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) or

pre-rRNAs (45s rRNA); for the speckle hub, clusters were selected using small nuclear RNAs (e.g. U1, U2, or other snRNA ‘biotype’

genes). DNA-DNA contact frequency was calculated at 1Mb resolution (the same resolution as used for the original hub definition)

from these cluster subsets and was not weighted by cluster size, in order to maximize the information from larger clusters which we

have found are enriched for interactions around nuclear bodies.30 The resulting raw heatmaps were balanced using the ICE bias fac-

tors of the DNA-DNA heatmap calculated using all clusters, as described above. Inter-chromosomal contacts were hierarchically

clustered using the python package g.cluster.hierarchy.58 Hierarchical clustering was converted into flat clusters using the fcluster

function. Upon clustering, a single cluster of genomic bins nearly matching the previously annotated ‘‘inactive’’ hub (for the snoRNA/

pre-rRNAworkup) or ‘‘active’’ hub (for the snRNAworkup) was apparent. These genomic bins within these clusters were redefined as

the ‘‘Nucleolar’’ Hub and ‘‘Speckle’’ Hub.

Distance to nucleolus using SPRITE contacts

Genes located within the nucleolar hub annotations are defined as ‘‘nucleolus proximal’’ while genes located outside are defined as

‘‘nucleolus distal’’.

Additionally, a continuous metric for distance to nucleolus was generated using DNA-DNA contact frequencies. For each 1Mb bin

of the genome, the total inter-chromosomal contact frequency with nucleolar hub DNA region was calculated and genes were as-

signed the distance of the 1Mb genomic bin in which they are located.

snoRNA-RNA and pre-rRNA to pre-mRNA contacts

For each of the top 2000 genes, the contact frequency between nascent pre-mRNAs and 2 sets of nucleolar hub RNAs, defined as

individual snoRNAs or the three components of 45S pre-rRNA (ITS1, ITS2, 3’ETS), was calculated by counting the number of SPRITE

clusters containing both an intronic read and a snoRNA/pre-rRNA read. A heatmap of snoRNA-RNA contacts was generated using

only the top 50 snoRNAs with the highest contact frequency to the set of top 2000 genes. To account for differences in gene expres-

sion, the contacts for each gene were normalized to the total number of intronic reads for that gene (independent of contact with

snoRNAs). To account for differences in snoRNA abundance, the total contacts of each snoRNA with the set of top 2000 genes

was normalized to 1. The contact matrix between pre-rRNA and pre-mRNAs was similarly normalized.

Contactmatriceswere ordered in twoways: by genomic position and by distance to nucleolus. In both cases, snoRNAs/pre-rRNAs

are ordered along the y axis with pre-rRNAs on top, followed by snoRNAs in the order from most frequently to least frequently

contacting the set of genes.

snoRNA-DNA and pre-rRNA to DNA contacts at Gene level

For comparison to the snoRNA-RNA and pre-rRNA-RNA contact matrices, the snoRNA-DNA and pre-rRNA-DNA contacts per gene

were generated. Raw contact frequencies were calculated by counting the number of clusters in which a specific snoRNA or pre-

rRNA and a DNA read overlapping a gene annotation co-occur. To account for biases in DNA coverage, the raw frequencies per

gene were divided by the total DNA coverage of that gene locus. To account for differences in snoRNA or pre-RNA abundance,

the total contact of each individual RNA was normalized to 1.

RNA-DNA contacts for snoRNA containing clusters

DNA localization profiles for nascent pre-mRNAs of nucleolar genes were calculated using a subset of clusters containing snoRNAs.

Specifically, we selected clusters that contained the top 100 snoRNAs andmapped the RNA-DNA contacts within these clusters. We

calculated the contact frequency between intronic RNA reads of nucleolar proximal genes and genomic DNA binned at 1Mb. 1Mb

resolution was selected because we previously defined nucleolar hub regions at this resolution.30 Raw contact frequencies and

normalized contact profiles were generated as described in the RNA-DNA contact maps section above.

RNA-seq experiments and data processing
PolyA-selected RNA-seq of mES cells

RNA-seq libraries of dox-induced PSM44 mouse embryonic stem cells (mES cells) were prepared using a double poly-A selection

step prior to RNA library preparation (described in the Guttman Lab CLAP protocol; https://guttmanlab.caltech.edu/files/2021/08/

CLAPprotocol_combined_word.pdf). Specifically, NEBNext Magnetic Oligo d(T)25 Beads (NEB, S1419S) were prepared by washing

twice with RNA binding buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1000 mM LiCl, 2.5 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100). Total RNA was diluted in

HEPES buffer, heated to 65�C for 5 min and then cooled to 4�C to denature RNA. Prepared Oligo dT(25) beads were mixed with de-

natured RNA and incubated at room temperature for 10min to allow for RNA binding. These beads were then washed twice with RNA

Wash Buffer (50 mMHEPES pH 7.5, 300mM LiCl, 2.5 mMEDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100). Polyadenylated RNAwas eluted from beads by

heating to 80�C for 2 min in HEPES Elution Buffer (5mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1.0 mM EDTA), followed by a hold at 25�C. This capture

step (bind, wash and elute) was repeated, for two total capture steps, using the same Oligo dT beads. Specifically, to re-capture
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the polyA-selected RNA, RNA binding buffer was added to themixture of beads and eluted RNA and themixture was incubated at RT

for 10 min. These beads were then washed twice with RNA Wash Buffer. The final selected polyA transcripts were eluted in HEPES

Elution buffer by heating to 80�C for 2 min and holding at 25�C. The eluted beads were immediately placed on a magnet until the

solution cleared and the cleared solution was transferred to a new tube. cDNA generation and library prep were performed as

described in the Guttman Lab CLAP protocol after this.

Data processing and read annotation

Libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 (90 cycle 3 125 cycle). Adapters were trimmed from raw paired-end fastq files using

Trimmomatic v0.38. Trimmed reads were then aligned to GRCm38.p6 with the Ensembl GRCm38 v95 gene model annotation using

Hisat2 v2.1.01 with a high penalty for soft-clipping (–sp 1000,1000) and excluding mixed or discordant alignments (–no-mixed –no-

discordant). Unmapped reads and reads with a low MapQ score (samtools view -bq 20) were filtered out. Mapped reads were

annotated with the featureCounts tool from the subread package v1.6.455,56 using the Gencode release M25 annotations for

GRCm38.p6 and a subset of the Repeat and Transposable element annotation from the Hammel lab, identical to the annotation

strategy for genome-aligned RNA reads of RD-SPRITE. Reads that received a single annotation for a protein coding gene were

counted and correlated with intronic read counts from RD-SPRITE.

Microscopy experiments
Intron RNA fluorescence in situ (RNA-FISH)

RNA-FISH experiments were performed with ViewRNA ISH Cell Assay (ThermoFisher, QVC0001) protocol following manufacturer

instructions with minor modifications.28,60 First, pSM44 mES cells were fixed on coverslips with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for

15 min at room temperature followed by permeabilization 0.5% Triton X-100 in 1x PBS (RNAse-free) for 10 min at room temperature.

Then, coverslips with cells were washed twice with 1x PBS (RNAse-free) and either dehydrated with 70%ethanol and stored for up to

oneweek at�20C or used directly for the next step. Next, coverslips werewashed onemore timewith 1x PBS and incubated with the

desired combination of RNA FISH probes (custom probe design from Affymetrix) in Probe Set Diluent at 40�C for at least three hours.

Coverslips were then rinsed oncewith 1x PBS, twicewithWashBuffer for 10min, and rinsed oncemorewith PBS before incubating in

PreAmplifier Mix Solution at 40�C for 45 min. This step was repeated for the Amplifier Mix Solution and Label Probe Solution. After all

three steps of amplification were performed followed bywashes, coverslips were incubatedwith 1x DAPI in PBS at room temperature

for 15 min and subsequently mounted onto glass slides using ProLong Gold with DAPI (Invitrogen, P36935).

RNA-FISH & immunofluorescence

For IF combined with in situ RNA visualization, the ViewRNA Cell Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 88-19000-99) kit was used following

the RNA-FISH part of protocol from above with minor modifications. First, pSM44 mES cells were fixed on coverslips with 4% form-

aldehyde in PBS for 15 min at room temperature followed by permeabilization with 0.5% Triton X-100 in 1x PBS for 10 min at room

temperature. Next, immunostaining was performed starting with two washes of coverslips with 1x PBS (RNAse-free) and blocking

with blocking buffer (kit) with addition of RNAse inhibitor (kit) for 30 min. Then, coverslips were incubated with primary antibody

for 3 h at room temperature in a blocking buffer with RNAse inhibitor (anti-Nucleolin Abcam Cat# ab22758, RRID:AB 776878,

1:500). After incubation, cells were washed 3 times in 1x PBS (RNAse-free) and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with secondary

antibody labeled with Alexa fluorophores (Invitrogen, Alexa 555) diluted in 1x PBS (1:500). Next, coverslips were washed three times

in 1x PBS (RNAse-free) and RNA-FISH protocol was performed starting with probe incubation step (described above). After the final

wash, coverslips were rinsed in ddH2O, mounted with ProLong Gold with DAPI (Invitrogen, P36935), and stored at 4�C until

acquisition.

Image quantification and analysis

RNA-FISH only images were acquired with Zeiss LSM 800 with the 633 oil objective and collected every 0.3 mm for 16 Z-stacks,

IF/RNA-FISH images were acquired with Zeiss LSM 980 with the 633 oil objective and collected every 0.3 mm for 16 Z-stacks.

Image analysis was performed using an Icy (v2.3) software followed by custom written python script for x, y, z euclidean distance

measurements. Briefly, a region of interest corresponding to each nucleus was determined using DAPI staining. Next, in each nu-

cleus, intron spots were indentified based on a local intensity threshold. Only nuclei with at least one spot for each target probed

and a maximum of two spots per individual target (corresponding to the individual alleles) were kept for further analysis; nuclei

that did not meet criteria were discarded. Then, the x, y, z position of each intron spot was determined and used to calculate

euclidean distance between all possible pairs of gene alleles. Using this matrix of interactions, nuclei were selected for further anal-

ysis only if they contained one or two full sets of triplet alleles (B-A-B) and each pair of alleles within the triplet was in a proximity of less

than 20 units. This allows us to focus on triplets of genes that come from the same allele.

Imaris software v8 from Bitplane (Oxford Instruments Company) was used to visualize Nucleolin and intron-RNA-FISH localization.

Distances were measured from the middle of the 3D spot constructed from allele intensity to the 3D surface constructed from the

nucleolin signal.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Details of statistical analyses performed in this paper including analyses packages can be found in the figure legends, main text, and

STARMethods. Spearman correlation coefficients and Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated using the statsmodule of the
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scipy python package.58 Mann-Whitney U test was performed using the stats module of the scipy python package.58 Precision mea-

sures such as mean, median, quartiles, standard deviation, bootstrapped confidence intervals are described in the corresponding

figure legends.

Significance of inter-chromosomal RNA-RNA contacts
To compute the significance of inter-chromosomal RNA-RNA contacts between speckle hub or nucleolar hub genes, the RNA-RNA

contacts between the top 2000 pre-mRNAs were randomly permuted to generate an expected distribution for contact frequency.

Specifically, the pre-mRNA reads associated with these genes were randomized across the clusters containing them. The RNA-

RNA contacts for the permuted clusters were calculated, the gene-based RNA-RNA contact map were normalized using ICE, and

the inter-chromosomal contactswerecollapsed into speckle hubgenes, nucleolar hubgenes, or neither. Thisprocedurewas repeated

100 times to generate an expected distribution of mean inter-chromosomal contacts. The observed value was compared to the

expected distribution to generate a p value.
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